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,, In this thesis, the short-run characteristics of a Dodg~ Con-
' tinuous Sampling Plan (CSP-1) are modeled. The model serves to 
quantitatively define the probability distribution for the defectives 
in a short run of units. A practical application aspect of the thesis 
calls for a number of CSP-1 plans to operate in parallel with their 
> 
outputs to be merged, typical of an order-filling or kit-forming • 
operation. Accordingly, the model is extended to provide for quanti-
tative description of the probability distribution for the defec-
tives in the merged output. Finally, the model is used to define ·and 
' 
investigate a short-run/long-run boundary for CSP-1 plans. The latter 
provides the user with a guide as to when the AOQL (Average Outgoing 
Quality Limit) is a suitable criterion of outgoing quality. 
, 
• 
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• 
I.A Statement of the Problem 
Suppose we have several productio~ lines each of which is pro-
ducing a separate item. Further, suppose· that each of these lines 
..,., 
is operating under a continuous type ·sampling plan, and that a 
chosen number of items from each line are merged to form a kit or 
fill an order. This thesis is concerned w~th the quality(% defective) 
within the resultant kits, or orders, as the case may be. In this 
·c:o~cern, it focuses on the short-run quality that one can expect to 
.. 
enc·ounter from each of the contributing production lines • 
. In this thesis each of the several production lines contributing 
to ·the merged output ts considered to be operating under a Dodge 
Con-ii'nuous Sampling Plan; namely CSP-1. The inspection plans* in 
general are not identical. Inspection is. by attributes, i.e., it 
is a GO - NO GO type inspection on each_line and processes where 
inspection is destructive are precluded. The outputs· from the several 
lines are merged- after undergoing their respective CSP-1 inspections 
and no inspection~1s performed on the merged output per se. Thus 
the quality of the merg_~q_ output is determined .QI_-t_he QQmbine_d_...e.:ffe.ct _________ ~----·-------~ - - - - ---- -- --- --- . - ------- -----·------·---
' 
of the individual inspectiC?~-~~~formed Q~ _the :r_~~pect:i.ve produc'tion ___ ---------------- ----·· - ·-- ----·----- -- ---··-----------~--------
--~--- -·---· -- .. 
------ -·· ··--· ~~- , 
lines. 
To more fully explain the problem being studied, a description 
of the Dodge continuous sampling plan (.CSP-1) i~ in order. 
.. ---------- -·--·-----··-,•-- ....... _- ...... ~---~·-'·~---- .. ·--·'·"•··--- ---- -~-----·l• ...... ------· ---- ~- -
describes CSP-1 as follows: 
1 Dodge 
.... ··- . -- -
•The terms wsampling plan" -arid!!li "1ns"pec-tion plan" are used inter-
- - ·-··· ~------..--------- . 
changeably herein. 














(1) At the outset, inspect 100% of the units consecutively as 
produced and continue such inspection until i units in suc-
cession are .f.ound clear of defects • 
. ·., (2) When i units in succession are found clear of defects, 
discontinue 100% inspection and inspect .only a fraction f 
~f the units, selecting individual sample units one at a 
time from the flow of product, in such a manner as to as-
• 
· sure an unbiased sample. 
. (3) If a sample- unit is found defective, revert immediately to 
a 100% inspection of. succeeding units and continue.until 
I" again i units in succession are found clear of defects, as 
in paragraph (1). 
( 4) Correct or replace with good unJt.s ,_ ... all defective uni ts 
found. 
The inspect ion plan is defined by the two constants, f and i, 
which can be alterea at will ... For given values of f, i, and p 
(incoming fraction defective), there will result for product of Ei.'ta~. 
·t-';istically controlled* quality .a definite average outgoing fractio.tt 
defective (average outgoing quality, AOQ). For given values off 
... 
--
_________ .. -- _______ a_~~- i, th.~ A_OQ w_ili have _a maxim-um--f0P--some-~p-articular---r-racti~oli~ae.;.-~--. ------------
,. 
feet i ve p' of i~cJ~ming quality. This maximum is referred to , as-'the--·------~ _:_ __________ ----- - --------~----------·-··-~---------·-- -
--· -- . ..,. 
--------- ---- ----- --------
-- -------.--- ------~ --~-------
average outgoing quality limit (AOQL). For all other values of in-
---
_ .... --··-- ---- ·----- -·- ·----------·- -
--- -- --
. ------- ------.•·~. - - ---
- --··· .. ·-----·------ -coming fraction defective, p, greater or less than p', the AOQ will .,., .. , .. 
be less than the AOQL. -~~n_y __ confbj,n,:rtions_ of. f and. i will -res·u'lt ·-1n-~-----·--·-~---" .. - . ,·--·-..,....··-···~-· . ..:_ ......... 
the same AOQL. 
-
. I j.:mc: ---•-r- ,!", •"*•~-- ,..,-••• .. 1 
*The probability of being ~e~~~t_ive,_p_, is_.:the .same----fer--each -f·t-em. . ___ . _____ -- --'-·•·· - -- - ~------____,, ________ .. __ --- ·----··-· 
- ... ------ -
.r: - ----·- - ____ , ___ .... 
- -
\.,, . 






In this thesis we are concerned with an application where n of 
the CSP-1 plans described above are operating simultaneously; the 
plans are operating in parallel and- the outputs are merged. As 
note.d earlier, the merged output itself will not be inspected. 
-Figure 1 depicts such a configuration 
Defective Sampl~ 
Detailing\ 
Nondefecti ve Sampl_e 
Detailing (100% Inspection) 
... ..a. 
---. .... ~ l,ine 1 X • • • • XXXX. • • XXX , • • X •• 'XXX c> • XX 
.• -----------------...... 
Merged Output 
xxxx . ... x . .. xx 
,.Line n _________________ __, xx. e O .-xx:x. e .x. e .xx. e e e .xxxx 
, 
n SIMULTANEOUS CSP-1 PLANS IN PARALLEL 
FIGURE 1 
At this point it is worth repeating that the CSP-1 plan only 
.assures the AOQ whereas the quality in· a short run is being studied 
in this thesis. That the latter is important and worthy of study, 
will be argued in th~ next section. The specific objectives relating-
to this study of short-run quality also are deferred to a later 
section (I .c.), since they should become more meaningful after some 
-------· 
-- ---- - -- - -- - - -· 
---~----- - - - - - --·--




_..__~ .. -· -. - r ·~ ·_. ~.., 
.. 
background information is presente~. 
------
_.__ ___ ---- -""'------
The first continuous ~ampli~g __ !~spect__i_.on .. plan, CSP~l, wa-s de- -
vised by Dodge1 and reported in 1943. This plan, as described 
• 
• 
- • • ~ • • "• •• .,. ,o 
-
-
- • • • ' ~ • •, ·- °'" ~• ~ 1 • ~ I 
- , ~ ~ • " ... 
- • 
., 0 - -"";" ·····---earlier·, reverts to 100% inspection upon finding a defective sample . . ... 
. 
---For some applicatiq_ns. this proved undesirable} -an~ Dodge sttbsequently 
.. . . --- ----- ---- ----- .. . - ......... - -~ . 
---- - - ----· ... ,------------ ---------------------· -- ...... - .. -----
.. 
.. 
----- - -- __ ___....___. 






teamed with Torrey9 to introduce CSP-2, and CSP-3. These latter I;! 
plans have two levels of sampling that must be transgressed before 
1 • 
-- --·. -~ ----
... - ____ , ..... 
reverting to 100% inspection. The plans are more cumbersome than 
CSP-1, in that more bookkeeping is required, consequently they have 
not gained the popularity of CSP-1. 
Continuing along the line of more sophisticated plans, Wald 
and WolfowitzlO introduced a sequential type continuous sampling 
-
plan.which was modified by Girshick2°. The Girshick plan offers the 
-
advantage that it holds the AOQL no matter what quality comes to 
inspection or whether the process is under control or not. (Recall -
that CSP-1, as promulgated by Dodge, assumes statistical control.) 
On the negative side, like other sequential plans, continual analysis 
must accompany the inspection to determine the status of the process. 
Numerous versions of the above plans are being used in industry 
today. Of all the continuous sampling plans being used, CSP-1 is per-
'haps the simplest, and consequently the most popular. Accordingly, 
it was selected as the type of plan to be studied in this thesis. 
This choice was further promp.ted by tl:le use of CSP-1 in the order-" 
3 filling operation described by Thayer and Stephens. 
1 The object of CSP-1 as stated by Dodge is: "to establish & 
. . 
-
-- t\":-·. liaaiting value of average outgoing· ~l!_ality expressed in.-perce-nt-de---------------- · ·() ... ---'-- --· ------ - -
.. ~ --- .,. ... _-. ---~ -- - -
fective which will not be exceeded no matter what quality is sub-
mitted to the inspector". While it is conceivably poss
1
_ible that 
~S~-1 w~ll rectify any.: level of- incoming ·fract·i·on ~~defective (pl~ 
from th~ description of the· process itself it is evident that the 
.. . 












. .. -.·- . ..., .- --.....--... ···-·-· -
.-
'" -· ·-- . - - ;;, ·:.-•· -~- ·.ll!'·r-· -- ---· - -·- --· ---,---
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inspection/rectification process becomes infeasible when the incoming 
fraction becomes too large. Towards determining when p has reached 




stopping rules have been the stibject of a number 
_. __ 
These stopping rules measure the same phenomena that is being 
studied in this thesis; the distinction i~ in the cause and the de-
gree of departure from normal. In other words~ this thesis is con-
cerned with determining the short-run quality of a process which is. 
~ 
under statistical control whereas the stopping rules concern them-· 
selves with determining, on a short-run basis, when the quality has· 
-deteriorated to the point that it is improbable that the process is 
under statistical control. In assuming in this thesis that the pro~ 
cess is under statistical control,-it is implicitly assumed that if 
the process goes out of control a stopping criterion will result in 
.• shutdown of production until the problem is. -remedied_. 
Even with t~e process under control we must expect some 
clustering of defectives, as defined by the binomial probability 
distribution. As a consequence of such clustering, we must expect 
;.,;. __ .. L ... i--~~--:------8 -certain- degree··of·--spotty·-·(n-on-h·omt,gefieotisl·-·quali ty· after· inspect-ion. 
Bowker19 in his 1956 review of contin·uous sampling plans noted that 
in selecting a plan_, p~_rt ic:ul~r 1;1ttent ion should be paid· to prote~_:tion ____ ·· .. _ .. --:_·~_·  _ _ ... __ ..... _.,..., ____ ~· • .J.~- ~--·· ::a.-~--
-------------~-------------- ----------------------
-----· ---------------- ----------
~--:--- ._ • .., ......... -····t···· 
------- ~~ ---- ---- .. ---- - --
against spotty quality, i.e., the probability of passing a short seg-~ 
ment of unsatisfactory quality should be kept small. n.incan2 notes 
that "Girshick _ to~k_ a s~~P. _in_~thi~_ qi_rect io.n_ by c.anput ing- foP- hi!e- ··---- · __ -;,------·.·-~--- - -- .. ·· --- _ .. _. - .. -
plan the variance in AOQ for segments of specified finite size from 
~ 
" a qontrolled process . However, with this excepti~n and· the very 
- - ~ ----·--·---- - -- -·- - y ..,,--·-------- --- -- . - ----- -------- -- -------- -
---- ----------·-- -.. - . _ .... 
.. 
~ ,_. • - c < ~ • - - > , , ,I f.O ' 
A 
.- '-
- - ' - -- -
- ·•, .. -~ ---- . 





noristringent rule promulgated by Dodge1 , which will be discussed next, 
there is 11 ttle to be found tn the literature which--:SUggests that 
short-run quality can be successfully controlled in AOQL plans. The 
opinions of Peach 12 and Grant4 on this subject are cited in a later··~-
paragraph. 
Dodge provided a guide as to the protection afforded against 
spotty quality by CSP-1 which is.based on the probability of -c-
.. 
cepta·nce by sample {p8 ) ·of a lot of 1000. Specifically, Dodge gives 
a scale for spotty quality protecti'on, as a function of. f, when the 
probability of acceptance is O~l~ for a lot of 1000. This scale is 
defined by a single point on the lot-by-lot acceptance sampling 
operating characteristic (OC) curve; na~ely N = 1000, n = lOOOf, anQ 






- - - - =:-::::::--.:.. _____ _ 
Point Corresponding to 
Pt Scale in Figure 3 
of (1) 
Incoming Fraction Defective, p 
., 
SPOTTY QUALITY GUIDE Fl>R cs~-1 
FIGURE 2 
·- ~ -, .. ·L..-.·-•····-:;;::;;_' -·· -·-· 
·------- -- --------------
- -- ~-----·· -~-· ---- --- -~------
-------------- --·----- · ·--·------ ----- - --- -------~---=------ ----------------~------------· ···-·------·--·- --==---~-....T'fthus---i:~ mign-cappe-ar tli-at by the choice of f, the sane protection as 
.. .(! 
.. : ...... 
.:, 
in lot-by-lot acceptance sampling is afforded against spotty qual~~y 
in CSP-1. The.difference, however, is that in lot-by-lot acceptance 
- -.... .. . - - -· , .... 
- - - - - --~ .. 
. ,- . ' .. 
- ···s~mpl.ing th~ sample size, n, is adjusted to give the des ired OC curve 
without undue regard f'!r the size. of the .lot, i.e., sample siz~ as a 
• 
.. 
.. --· ...... _ .. ___ .... _ .. __ . - .... ~.- -- . 









acceptance sampling. This is illustrated by Figure 3, reproduced 






















0 • 02 • 04 • 06 • 08 .10 .12 .14 
Incoming Fraction Defective, p 
c = 0 PLANS WITH CONSTANT SAMPLE SIZE 
FI'SURE 3 
This figure shows that the absolute size of a sample is much 
more important than its relative size compared to the size of the lot-,···· 
However, in the case of CSP-1 we are shackled, by the nature of the 
plan·, to a relative size sample; namely Nf. 
Dodge's method of protect ion assures that a lot of poor quality 
will have a high probability (. 90) of being det,ailed. In so doing, 
-~ 
' 
. it serves to define an upper bound on the poorness·of quality that 
can be expected in a lot comprising 1000 consecutive units of pro-
, 
I 
-·----·-----··- - duction. However, it does not provide a realistic guide as to the 
------------······ r 
_··-----··-·-·_···_···_·.---_ _:~ __ ac.t_ual quality that will .result from the inspection. Further, it 
appears that based on this criteria alone it is not feasible to in-
c:t~ase f for protection against poor quality in runs appreciably 
__ ._._ .. ----
-·-· -· '·'-+<-------~ ---·-~-·----·------------~-.-__,- ,.. -··· --- ·····shorter· ·tnatf ··100·0 ~ --~ ~igure 4 depicts· this situation . 





-···--- ---- ---· --· ····--.- ----·-----...---·-·- --•--
---- _,,, .. - - . - - ·- - -- - - -- -· - ... ~. -- . 
' . 
. 
-----t----- ---- .... -j-~--- . ----·----.....-- ·----- - --- .- - ~ -- _. ______ - -- -·-· .... -·-~ . -__ ......... _ .. ----------"--...... -~ _____ .,,....-,._ .... _ . . ·- . 
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0 • 02 • 04 • 06 • 08 • 10 • 12 • 14 
Incoming Fraction Defective, p 
c = 0 PLANS WITH n = ,ION 
FIGURE 4 
. ·, 
Figure 4 might be interpreted as follows: If we choose a par-
ticular f (10% depicted), then for a given p, the probability of ac~ 
ceptance by sample, i.e., without detailirig, decreases for increasing 
lot size N. Therefore, the protection afforded against a run of 
'poor quality is directly related to N under these circumstances. It 
is evident from Figure 4 that as N becomes very large, the probabili~y 
·of acceptance by sample approaches zero even for small p. Conse-
quently, excluding an improbable event, such a large lot would be 
partially detailed and the resulting quality would approach the AOQL. 
This is not true for smaller lots, as -in the case of N = 50 fo.r ex-
... P.Dlple. This lot is heavily favored to be passed on a sampling basis 
even_ for larger value_s_ of p. Retu~!ling_ '!=~ ~he discuss i_Qn 9f __ _1..§:rger __ . ____________ - __ · 
- '------ -- -----·----·- .--··------· -----· . -----
lots_! __ ~~~man21 as~~med _an_ inf in~ t~. _!g1: .. ~j.~_~ __ @1_19 proce~d~d ... t9 d~:r.lv _ c:.e_~ _ __.__ _ ~------------
the AOQL as a function of n for a ·number of c values. For the case, 
- ~-·--------- -------------c--·=----6,----the-·--resui-t-~i-s •· ·-
' AOQL = 
--. ~ ........ ___ .. _,_'=". _ _..,. . ,,,_ ... -~-- -----~---.___.__... ...... -
-·- - -····· -~----"------~-
- - • "' ~ C 
n 
n 
.... .. - ..... : .. 
•: 
----· --- ~·-- ----------· ---------· 
' ----·-·····-- ·---------~·- - ------ - ----~,- ~---------// 
-----
. -. :• 
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1 which· is~·--simply the Dodge rule for protection ~-~a:inst spotty qua:l.:'f-ty-
With N = CX) rather than 1000. 
1 To summarize, the guide set forth by Dodge is a very gross 
standard for providing protection against spotty quality. For lots ... 
" larger than. 1000 it is c cnservat i ve, but it appears from Figure. 4 
, th~t ftir lots of 200 and smaller ~tis not feasible to increase f 
to.: the. p9int where rea~onable 'prt>.t¢_c"tion age.inst spotty quality is 
.assX1red. · Or stated ·another way., it: appE3.ar.s that the lot size being 
~:.o:n:s.i_dEii:--ed must be large enough_ for th~ "=_ave:r~gi.ng" cb..:aracteristic 
of the pl.an to. be effective if, w~'. Eire =t.o.. be· r.Efas:onably·_ certain of 
the quality iri that lot~ 
This :thes·-is· :tocuses on complementing Dodge's spcft;.·ty qua·lit·Y -~ 
criteriori by de:t_·~:rmihi·ng the probability distribut=ton ·of: defective·~ 
tr·i.butions i:(s a function of the 1.nspec.t.ion pla-q. parameters, f a=nd 'i ., 
It ~ltempts to answer the ques.tton_s: C:E{il· c·sp.;..1 plans provide sui t'f:1.ble-
:pro:~ection against short runs· o·f poor qtia'lity? What parameter(s) is, 
•ost effective in providing such protection? " " What is a long run. ; 
---- - -- - -- ·- -- - -· -- - - - - - - . --· --·-. 
. ·- - ·-· -·---------~-
-·-·- --- ·---- - -· 
" 
- " 12 a short run.? Concerning the £irst question, Peach voiced this 




. . -·- ------ --· 





 -----LI. . - - --- ----;--- · •· - ---=···- -
.•.•..•• 1t might not console the customer who gets a 
~efective lot to know that sooner or later somebody (he or another customer) will get enough good lots ,. -
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~o resto~~-tti~ average. 
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Grant4 in a less cynical vein warns: 
" ' ••••••• the outgoing quality in the long run will not be 
worse than the plari' s AOQL. ·This guarantee, however, does 
not apply to short periods. " 
In brief, the·~ is a consensus that the AOQL plans, of which 
CSP-1 is a part, are not suited for applications where short runs 
of poor quality would be overly detrimental. 
" " " " 
The weakness of this consensus is that short run and long run 
-have'nbt been quantitatively defined; nor has the qualitj of a 
-
short run been quantitatively defined. This thesis attempts to 
quantify these areas, thus furnishing a basis for judgment as to the 
suitability in particular cases. 
From a practical application viewpoint, this paper is concerned 
with the suitability of CSP-1 for use in a kit-forming or order-
filling operation. Due to the averaging effect when the outputs. from 
several plans are merged, one can tolerate relatively poor short-run 
quality in the individual plans and still be reasonably confident 
of homogeneous quality in the merged output. This effect is treated 
' quantitatively in a later section. An example of an existing appli-
cation is described below. 
3 Thayer and Stephens devised a merged continuous. sampling plan -
.,,-.·-, 
---------:~-....--' 
similar to the type described in section I.A and referred to above. 
The plan was implemented at a large midwest distributing house in 
----------July-,----1966·.----The--plan-·wa-s·-·destgned to-- lnspecft orders ·at the distri-
buting house where eleven selector stations·contribute a variety of • 
line items to make up the orders. Inspection is necessary to de-
termine i~ the line items were chosen correctly. In essence, this 
-----~-~- ------ -- -
- - - -------·-----f-~ --
. --
.• , ... ~ '.,.iii;' .. "". -· ----~--~· ~-- ..-------· .. - - . 
4 
,,, . 
. . - _..__ . ··- .... ~ ··-·-- - . - ' 
-
-..-.- •.·- . . .. - . ___ ., __ 
.. , .. 
. . 
• .,_.._ ·---.- ·-•- -·--•--,--r- IL 
-------,.---- ______ , __ ,__ _______________________ '' ....... ---
/ . 
. .t. ~ • • 
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I, 
- plan comprises eleven CSP-1. plans operating simultaneously. 
The plan sanples a fraction f of the orders, which in the long 
run samples a .fr.action f of the line items from each selector station. 
When an error fs detected, the responsible selector station is de-
tailed until i consecutive line items are found free of defects. 
All the while a fraction f of the orders are sampled by the inspector. 
Thayer and Stephens developed a model which estimates the overall 
• 
incoming pro~ortion defective, average fraction inspected in the 
long run, and average outgoing quality. A pilot' study_was conducted 
to determine suitable values off and i. Various inspection data 
are being proc~ssed to determine error patterns. 
The distribution house plan is single level -- being essentially 
a complex CSP-1 plan-~ and inspects by attributes for a number of 
defects; however, the chosen AOQL applies to all defects collectively 
and each order inspected is always inspected for all the defects 
under consideration, thus single defect criteria is applicable. In 
this plan, f is common to all of the eleven individual plans, and 
i has likewise· been chosen arbitrarily to .be the same for each. 
The developments in this thesis do not carry such a restriction as it 
--i-s--~not -necessar-y--exc·ept-.as--a--simplification ... -· -Ei.ther_-~_-::or. __ 1_-___ or_b __ o_t .... h.--_---_--_------- -_--:__=----~-··· 
f • "' , • ._. • r -~ I ,;. .... "":'•- - - •- I can be different for each of ·the plans. - ------.. ·-- ---·--- ; ----Q-.... ,- .. ·, ... -.,.,.... . . ' 
The area of concern in this thesis has applicability in the 
distributing house _case and in similar cases in that it will furnish 
~ 
. .. -,- .-.--·~-ao11 ......... ..,,, .. -.:i#~ - ,. -·--···· . probability iqJorm~'tiqp. as to the number~ ~fa d_e~ect~ves in a_µ orde_r, 
or ~everal orders, or other arbitrary 1ot sizes. In practice, this 
• - d • 
·------- -··· -~ ·--
----~----·-·-"""---··---·- ---- -·--
-- . .&.-. .. --
-r... . - -- --~- -. • -- - .-----~~ • - _____ .,, ... _..,, ~-............. -- .,~ -- -N----~--- -- .- .. --...... J -r-" ........ -- .. _..,.__, __ ___.. ...... - l"'I,.--! 
.. 
. - ' .. :_.,_·. -;. -· .. -- ... :. :.:-:... __ ,-. __ ·' ·_ -, . :. _::·:, __ .:_._~ ..•. -.; _ _:_; : ·.:- ::·, .---~.'.- - ... :.-. .-
--- .. ,, - - ·- - ----··· ·-, 
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13. J." •• 
·-information is more meaningful than the AOQ, particularly where we . 
·are concerned with small lots. It is, in conclusion, an aspect 
worthy of study. 
... .. 
I.C Specific Objectives and Assumptions 
The objectives were alluded to in sectlon I .A and hopefully,"' 
,with· section I.B as a background, the purpose of these objectiv·e_s .-i_:a 
·more evident. Specificaily, the obj ~ctlves ·are:· 
(1) Develop a model which will des-.Clri,be the~ quality that 
n 
can be expected to· occur in a run of M0 = l: Mj 
l.. j =l 
items of merged output from n production lines with 
-~ 
line operating under·a separate CSP-1 plan; 
where, Mj is the ,number of i tern~. qont~tbuted to M0 by 
line j, e.g. , the 11,1.imber. of t:teq1s ·produced per 
·- • \# 
_uni't time by 1 ine j .,. 
Fig_ure 5 d_epicts the se1:Q·P 
Ml . 
L-lne 1 CSP-1 f ) X • .. X __________ ......,.._~ ...... -------------. 
M2 
-....-...-Line 2 x ... x 
·• 
- ... -----------·-- ---------. . . 
' -- - ~-- --· •- ·- ---------··--·-· . 
-- --- --- ·----- --- ... :... ~--"':"-' --'-~- .. - --;:_"- """!.. .: -'""'L 










~~--- -- - - - - ·--·---·· - ~--- -- - -· ~---· 
'·'.c· ---- ---- - ---------------- - ------- -·------------------------·--------- --------------!-:------------------~--
Mn 
--------·-·--------.------------~--
----- ------ ---- --- - --- ------------- -·--- - -------------
..__. ......... _, - ~------------- . 
Linen £SP-1 (f ,i ,Pn) n n -- ,..., ~ X ••• X 
_____________________ ___, 
,-• -- ---~- -·· 
n SIMULTANEOUS csP~l- PLANS IN PARALLEL 
- ·· - FIGURE- 5 · 
~~ -·.-:-: 
. -- ---- . -·-·- -- ---~-- ... · ___ .. - .:...- -- ---~ - ~. --·· ··----.. --·-·-· .. ·---- ..... 
......._ 
- - .... 
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More. specifically, the objective is to determine the 
probability distribution of defectives for short runs of 
M0 • This determination is a simple straightforward matter 
. 
once the distribution of defectives for each of the indi-
vidual plans ii determined. Accordingly, the focal point 
of the thesis is necessarily the determination of the dis-
tribution of defectives from a single CSP-1 plan as this 
-is the key to the merged determination. 
(2) Perform limit checks and reasonableness checks to verify 
the validity of the model. 
(3) Define a short-run/long-run boundary and manipulate the 
model to investigate the effects of changes inf and i. 
(4) Perform sensitivity analysis on the model with respect to 
f, i and p. 
With regard to the above objectives certain assumptions are nec-
essary. These assumptions are listed below. 
,_:,.· ····-.. _,.:... -- .:.:..;-
(1) The production process is in a state of statistical control 
i.e., the probabi~ity~for each item being defective ·1s ·p, 
a: constant. The necessity of this assumption is somewhat 
controversial as regards the AOQL. 2 '' Duncan states It 
would seem justifiable to speak generally of the AOQL 
computed for a CSP-1 plan on the assumption the process is 
in control as being the AOQL of the plan, wlether or not the 
process is actually in .control.". However, Lieberman:22 as-
... • • • \:Iii ... • • 
serts that if the process is out of control the AOQL can 
deteriorate to a value . 'I ' ... ~ -. 
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1 1 - -
AOQL f -
1 'a 
- + 1 f 
which is c\siderably higher than the AOQL specified .by 
Dodge1 . Whichever the case may be, as noted earlier.:, it 
, 
W'ill pe assumed herein that a "stopping rule" will d:is:~ 
continue production if the process goes out of control.. lt 
might be further: noted that while this assunipt:j.on h·as 
been disc\fs_se:d with rega~d: .t·<:l the AOQL it will JJ:ettor11e ap:~ 
p.ar.en~ tJ~at i:t :is e.ven. more important for the purposes: 
of this· the·~ts:. Tbe: .. ba·stc· 'mt>qel o.f ·SeGtio1 II.A assumt:f$ 
a constant p· •. 
Whlle the assumption ·of :p befn.g: ·c.on.s·ta.nt is:: rna:d.e he.re:in,: 
it is recognized that su9h :.i:s· oft.e·t1 not.. t·h 1 ) cas~:f. Bur:r·· ·.... . . . ,. 
Norris, a.nd. Suli.fvan2·3 studi~d · t:h~ prbblen of d.ef·e·~:rff.v~s 
cominij i.n .abn·ormal clusters. Of t·:he .f.f.ve d:~t'stj·fbuttons 
they studi~d, oi:ily one gave Pois·son inspe.¢·t(on ~.sul ts • 
.. 
They concluded that measures can "'be t:ake.1.1. to:: ·f~prove the 
inspection if prior knowledge exist~ f'p:t- :the distribution 
of defectives. Such a concern is beyond the scope of·this r "'""'-. --· 
... .. 
---· ---- ·-· ----··--· 
---·-· ----- -..... ·--· --------· ------- --~- -
------------· -·-·· the ~is=i= .. -however 
' 
--··--- ___ ______..,_ ______________ -------- ---- -- ----· ·------------
(2) It is further assumed that the inspection/rectification 
process is.perfect. Dodge assumed this to be the case in 
... 
-~' · 24 - · · · 
Powell discusses the validity of this 
.,..-
·foimulating CSP-1. 
-·- . ..,.. . .;, 
,a~~umption _ and suggests some ori teria. fo-r ·selecting a pl arr .. .... . 
·--..J--·-· .. ~- - -------- ________ ... _._ ------·-----r-------·----- -- ---
·-~·-- -- - - -·· -
. - ~- -_ .. - ·- ----,, ·--"""".'"- .. 












when the assumption 'is not valid. 
.. . 
.,, . ._, -..~ 
Another assumption is that the probability of being sampled 
is the same, f, for each item, when the process is in the 
sampling state. Strictly speaking, this would seem to imply 
random sampling rather than periodic sampling. Originally 
Dodge simply specified that the sample ahould be drawn in 
such a manner as to assure an unbiased sample (not defined 
. by Dodge), but later -conceded to Duncan2 that random 
sampling might give better results. It appears, there·fore, 
that this assumption is in keeping with reconunended prac-
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-.,· . 
II SHORT-RUN QUALITY MODEL FOR CSP-1 
III.A Moment Generating Function for the Distribut'ion of Defectives 
In developing this model, GER'r6127128 (Graphical Evaluation 
and Review Technique) is used to derive the moment generating function 
for the distribution of defectives in a short run of items -- denoted 
as length M. 
GERT is especially useful in an application such as this where -· 
" pictorial display of the process is quite simple yet analytical des-
cription by classical techniques is extremely cumbersome. No at-
tempt will be made to fully describe GERT but some of its character-
istics will be noted as it is being applied to this problem. 
Suppose we are inspecting items on a conveyor line under a 
CSP-1 plan, where the M items of concern are as shown in Figure 6 
below 
XXX XXX •••••• XX XXX 
-.;-- ..... 
0 123 M M+l where M (i 
M ITEMS ABOUT TO BE INSPECTED UNDER CSP-1 HAVING PARAMETERS f & i 
,. FIGURE 6 
After inspecting the 0th item, there is a probability, p88 , of 
being in the sampling state and a probability, pdd' of being in 
. (. 
Letting ST represent the starting 
node, these two branches emanate from the ST node in Figure 7. 
---~---··-- -··· 
The exclusive-OR nodes, depicted K>· represent the item numbers __ , -"-····----- .. 
~ . • ' .. 
, • . • - . - " • 
-- . - -
- ·-:'I 
shown in Figure 7 and the dT node is depicted as an absorbing state • 
..... 
- - -------- --- -
.. --·-- __ _,....._ -· - --. --·-- ··--·-. . - ·--·-;· - . -- . - ... - • .a.-----·-
. __ ......,.. -·- _,_ __ -,-________ - - ·- ------: - .. 
,,,,. 
- - . .. . - - - ---- - .. - .. . - ·-· 
--- - r 
---- •• - -
- - - • 
-
-- ~ f . ' .. 
- . ... . -- - __ . ._,_ .-- -- __ .... _ . 
_ ... - -- ... - --~--- -·-~- _,,t __ - -·· ·-· 
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This node (dT) represents detailing state O, i.e., the state in 
which the detailing count equals zero. Once it is reached the pro-
cess stays in the det·ail ing state for the remainder of the M uni ts, 
• hence the restriction M<i· Without this restriction the graph of 
the p,rocess becomes too complex for solution. Continuing with the 
description, the exclusive~OR nodes in the upper half of the graph 
represent items being passed in the sampling state, where ·! 
• b = p(l-f)ec + q(l-f) + fq = p(l-f)ec + q which should be construed 
as three paths 
where, 
C p(l-f)e ·· 
fq 
'p(l-f) = probability that the item in question is defective 
times the probability that it will not be sampled 
• 
given-that sa-mpling is in progress at the start, thus 
passing a defective unit to the output.· 
= a counter which detects when the path described im-
.. mediately above has been traversed. 
q(l-f) = probability that the item in question is nondefective 
.-- . ---------- -··-
.. - . . . -
- -- -- ------ ------
- --· - - - - - . -··- --·· -
- ---- - . -
--·-- - -- - - -- - - -
--- ---- - -- - -





- - -- . - . 
- ------- . ---- ------~ - --~-- .. -- - - -
_·_sampled. given that sampling ts in progress- at -the start-:--
= probability that the item in question is nondefective 
times the probability that it will be sampled given . 
tq 
--- ··----...... ..-.- .. ·- . _,,._ 
.- -· --->-- ....... "~ ·---' - ...... - . 
- --- - -··· -----·· -·--- ~-- --... _____ ._, - ·-· ..• _· - --- _· :• .- -.-- ·-, -··---·>· -- '· 
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· NOTB: ~y of the above three paths will allow the inspection pro-
cess to stay in the sampling state as it moves to the next 
item. 
fp = probability that the item in question is sampled times 
the probability that it is defective given that ~ampling. 
is in progress at the start. This path, leads to the 
absorbing state (detailing count= O). 
The exclusive-OR nodes in the lower half of the graph represent items 
being passed in the detailing state. Recall that we c_an be in any 
one-of the i+l detailing states at the start. The probabilities 
Pdsk (k=l, ••• ,M) represent the probability of going to the sampling 
state when the kth unit is detailed. For example, 
or, 
pdsl = probability of being in detailing state i-1 after in-
specting item O times the probability that item 1 is 




= probability of being in detai~ing state i-k after in-· 
apecting item O times the probability that items 1 
... 





---- ---- --··--·-··--- - - . --------- ·· - -·-g-r-·e· s··s· - at the st art. 
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-~!fOTE: _ -ft· ~'11_1 subsequently be showJl ___ that _pdsl ::: ~a82- •• • .=pdaJl~ds·• · 
which greatly simplifies solution of the __ gr~_p_h_. ------------- _______ _ 
, 
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Continuing with the definitions 
,..,. .. ,. '" p = probability that the item in question is defective gi~en 
~ that detailing is in progress at the start. 
= incoming fraction defective, as previously d~fined. 
h • q-pds = probability that the inspection process will be 
in one of the detailing states 1 thru i-1(0 & i excluded) 
as it moves to the next item given that detailing is in 
" 
progress at the start. 
The unit transmittances leading from item M+l to the abaorbins 
state are to squelch ~he process after inspection of item M. 
All of the quantities on the graph in Figure 7 have been de-
fined in terms of known quantities except for pss' pdd and pds· These 
can easily be obtained by considering CSP-1 as a regular Markov chain 
with the following one-step transition probability matrix, where 0 
thru i represent the detailing states ands represents the sampling 
state. 
' - - . --- . --- ··---······ .·-- -... -'~4-. ~- ---- .. · .. ··.>...-;:--- .. ' ~- - .. . -~-----. . .. . • -··· ______ - ___ -·-·-·--- --.:-·------· ...... - ·---.- ----.---- .: _..; ___ ----· ,---· ----:-: .. - • -.·--.--· .. '-'!""" ' ... -.. • --··-- ·--~--- __ , 
~----ir. -- -----· ------...--- ------
--····-------------------- ... -- ·-·--- ----•h 
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---·"-- ··~------
-~· ·---·- ., .. __ ...... -- .. .,. .. _ ~~ - ----------- -----------,...--c--· --~·-·,-
.. 
. . ... 
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0 1 2 3 ........•... 1-1 1 s 
0 p q 0 0 0 0 0 
1 p 0 q 0 .. 0 0 0 
-~ 
0 0 2 p 0 0 :q:. . . 0 
3 0 ·o :o 0 _,,.,, .. :_o ·o .. p .. 
--.. 
• • • ~ ••• ~ . . •• 
• • • • ' •··. 
•. 
..: •.. • • · .. !. 
• • • .. .. .  • : .. • .... 
"'i. 
• • • • • •• I . :·. • 
1-1 p 0 l) ·o (): 
··q ; o. 
1 0 0 ;Q. ·Q ·o· . . :o 1 
.. s fp 0 0 0 
.o ·o 1~·-fp 
from which the steady probabilities are 
fp after solution of the equations f + q1 (1 - f + fp)' 
rl - "'o q 
,,. 
- rl q - ro q2 -2 
r3 = 1"2 q - 1"0 q3 -
• • • ... 
-~ --:---~· .. .. . . . . - . ----~---·_;_:__..;. __ ___._ ______ --"---'-·- -+-------- ··-----~-;-
--------- -·-·--. . '-··· ---------
• --· ..&. 
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r ------------------s f + q1(1 - f + fp) 
:.\ 
fork= 0,1, •.• ,1 
j = 0-, 1 , , • • , i 
j-k ~o 
e 
fork = 1, ••• ,11; 
With these quantities defined we can now solve the graph of Figur~:: 7 
to obtain the moment generating function for the distribution of de-
·tectives passed under CsP-1, call it W (c). 
~ ·~ ST-dT 
1f ) 2 M-1 · K ST-dT(c ~ p88fp(l + b + b + ••• + b )+ p88b 
<I 





- - --- - . ---- ---- ··---
+ pdd p(l + h + h2 + ••• 
+ p Pds fp(l + b + b2 + dd ···------· ... 
,· 
- ___ ?, ....... -,;. .- . ----.--·----·.::._:;·_·· .. • .. · .. 
.. 
••• 
·· ·- +p hp fp(l+b+b2 -+ •• ~-+bM-3)+p hp·b11p 2 ····- ... , 
. dd ds.. . ........ ···-·····--·-· .. ------·-··~------··4 --~·· ....... ~----",·-·-··---- ..... v ........ dd- ---~ ···---ds-.. ---------------------...1----· ·· -...:.:;,. -~----··~-· -,-~------ - .-·-__ :...,. __ ,;_').~----· __ ., .. __ .. ________ ,_, __ ,,._. -·. " 
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• M-4 2 -, . 
+ pdd h Pds fp(l + b + b) + Pdd 
• 
Dropping the ST-dT subscri·pt, we ··have 
W(c) 
• 
+ p h2 p fp 
dd ds 
+ ••••••••• ••,t._•. ··~· ••••••.••••••••••••••••• 
. ., 
'\,_ 
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M-1 (1-bj) M-1 hM-j-i- bj . + pdd Pds fp L hM-j-1 t pddPds l: 1-b j=l j=O 
= MGF for the distribution of defectives remaining in M 
units after inspection of the M unit is completed. 
-i " 
II.B Moments of the Distribution of Defectives 
. By differentiating (Eq. 1), we can obtain the moments of the 
distribution of defectives pa~sed to the output, symbolically .,.-
= jth moment of the distribution about the 
origin. 
= .o 
Again referring-to (Eq. 1), we have two terms which must be differenti-
ated; namely 
y = j 1-b j = 1,2, ... ,M • ' 
I 
and 
.. -·· - - - -•. - - - ·- ·- ------ - - . -- - ---------- -- - -----·-....... 
-
-- ---. ,--,-------~ ----. ------ ---:--_--_ --z -- ~--i;j-_ --
j , j = 0,1, ... ,M 
Taking them in order, the first term can be written as 
2 
. yj = l + b + b 3 . j-1 +b + ••• ~b 
_ _ · . . . _db _ _ - . - C 
-- · . - - . --· ~ . . -- · -




: ,, ' 
., 









Y' = 0 + B + 2bB + 3b
2
B + .... + (j-l)bj-28 j 
j 
= .B l:, (k-l)bk-2 
k=2 
Differentiating again, we have 
' ' 
·• 
= 0 + B + 2bB + 2B2 + 3b2B + 6bB2 + 
...... •. •: 
--~ 
••• + (j-l)bj-2B + (j-l)(j-2)}>1-3132 
In a similar fashi~n we can obtain 
Y' '' = st r(k-l)bk-2 + 3(k-l)(k"'2)bk-aB j k=2 t . 
+ (k-l)(k-2)(k-3) bk-4s2] 
'\ 
Yj' " = B t [ (k-1) bk-2 + 7(k-1) ~Jr.,-2) b k-aB 
t 
~ k-4 -2 + 6(k-l)(k-2)(k-3) b B 
+ (k-l)(k-2)(k-3)Ck-4) bk-5a3J 
__ . _________ .: ___ .. _ .. :- ·--. ____ _: ___ ~ ... Takintr----su<reess--1 ve derivatives of the · 
... 
---·--..:..- . --·----- -- . 
. . . - -"- - . ,~·· '":" 
., 
Z = bj term we obtain, after fil implif icat ion _j. 
Z' = j bj-l B j 
--------- ---- ------ - - -
[ 
·-1 Zj '= j B bJ + (j-1) 
... - . 




--- ·-: j :-:· 
•. 
-
-------· -- .. -· - -· 
. ··-. - -- --- -~- . 
.... . ...... 




' . ·'Ii. 
27 
Zj''' = jB [bj-l + 7(j-Jl>j-2B + 6(j-l)(j-2)bj-3s2 
+ <J-l)(J-2)(j-3}bj-4s3] 
Appropriately substituting these values in (Bq. 1), we have 






fp Y' M + PSS Z' M (Eq. 2a) 
G2 
M-1 
·+< pdd pds fp L hM-j-1 Y' j j=l 
M-1~ E hM-j-1 
j=O z'] j c=O 




' ' = W' ' ( c) - fp YM + p z (Eq. 2b) -c=O ss M 
M-1 M-j-1 ,, 




E hM-j-1 z" l M-1 J 
., 
+ p dd p ds .. J=O . j . c:o __ _ ____________ ;;_-;__- -=- :_--~-~---· ------~-"--·--·-----~--=-~-. ----=-~ 
·-· -- - - .......... - .. ----·---- --- - . ·, 
·.- .. - - ···---·-- ----- -----
.• -·- ~--'-'---. -~-----· _:._..-.,:. - - -------- ----
-- ' 
= 2d moment about the origin of the dist.rJbution of d~tive81------ :·~ 
. --· ·-- -·-· -- ---·---· ,. ::·•· ... 
remaining in M units after inspection. 
- ----·. -----~~·~---,..........._..,,,.,.......-.-_..,..--~----~~--. - - -- . ----- -- -- ----L--------------~Stli11Jgttri lar·ly f~r~·t1ie-3d ___ anci ·,ith moments, we have 
c=O (Eq. 2c) 
r. I , -~ •.••• I • .. a 









. \. ( 
+ pdd 
+ pdd 
= W' ' ' ' ( c) 
c=O 
+ J.Jdd 
28 . ~ . 
11-1 
E hM-j-1 ' ' ' Pde fp yj j=l 
M-1 M-j-1 
z~ "] L Pds h j=O c=O 




E hM-j-1 ' ' ' ' fp yj j=l 
M-1 M-j-1 L h · 
j=O 
z'''' ·] j c=O 
/ 





II.C Probability Distribution for the Defectives in a Short Run (M) 
Ha1129 shows that a moment generating function, such as (Eq. 1) 
section II.A., can be expanded as a power series in ec to obtain the 
discrete probability distribution. Thus if (Eq. 1) is written 
W(c) 2c Mc + a 2 e + • • • + a'fl.e - (Eq. 3) 
lben, 








- - - - - - -
, .--- __ ______ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ a0.: ~--=~~~abi~ i ~~ o_f_~~~--~~~~~t __ i:~~- ___________ :.·'·.·· ____ --::: __ _ . , - . ---·· ~- ---·- ·- _ .. -...-.-· ---·- .. -----...;- - _ ..... 
..... ··--·------------- - -------- ----------- -
~l = probability of one defective 
---- ~-~-- -------····-------
. - --_-· ·. ·~:t. - . 
. :, ---: -- ·- -~ . )'_ t ---- . -· _-.~ 
• 
• 
________________ .,......._ __________ _ 







ad = probability of d defectives- (d = 0,1, ••• ,M) 
Expanding the- terms of (Eq. 1) coo.taining ec, we obtain 
.,,. ... 
·• 
... #&4#4 .... ..WW,MWIIISl(WI. fF ~·" . Q ' IJ"'*'f ¢ I 
--·-~-::-:-·::-·-::.'": . ' 


















W(c) = p88 fp (1 + b + b 
+ pdd p ds 
( 1-h"> 
1-h 
Recall that, b C = p(l-f) e + q 
29 
and B = ~ = p(l-f)ec, thus b = B + q 
de 





Note that the ad of (Eq. 3) are simply the coefficients of Bd multi-
plied by p(l-f), and can be obtained by applying the binomial. expansion 
to the·powers of bin (Eq. 4) i.e. 
u 
u-k k bu= (B+q)u !: (u) - q B -
k=O k 
' 
If we expand this to form 
. 
a Pascal Tria~gle 
0 
b = 1 l} 
bl = q + _B 
. -·· . - -.'-- ·- - . .: ;.· - - . -
- - ·-~- ·-~ •-•- __ .....;• ... --, .... •.-.-- -----·-·- ---s·------·---· -· -~·-- . - - _! _____ , ----- - - ,. ----. ·----·------ ·: . _ .. _._. -----···----·--·---· ----'-'-'---.:...-- . ' ' .- --. ·---· ... _·-·-~· ., ___ .. -... -.. --·--··- ---
b2 2 2 B B2 = q + q + 
--------~---------· ----
·------·-·-· - - -·- - -.· -
. . . .. . .. . . 
. . -- . 
. ' ..... 
. . -
• 
L----~ -----------------~·~~---------..__---------=-...... · ~~ ......... , _________ .,.,..._~------···; 
u u u-1 b=q+uq B+ 
••• 
u-1 u + uqB + B-
. - - - . .. .. 
-a convenient form is obtained-for collecting coefficients' of' ·1·1ke .... -
powers of B for a geometric s•ries. Hence· for a ge~met~ic ~er~es of __ ... 









1 + b + b2 + 
• • • 
.u 
+· b'' 
we. have, after simplification 
u 0 E k Coeff. of B - <o> -
k=O 
u 










• k-1 q 
.~ 
k~'d: q 




- - - -· .. -· -.---~----,. . 
.,--.-~---~,·--· -· ---- ---
. . - ..,.,... ... ---..... - .. -- - - ----~-----·· -..... - ......... ,~- --· ... 










k + . M q p :Q 
ss 
( 1-h~ , 
+ + hM pdd p 1-h pdd 
..... _.._ __ .-.. 
. . _ ... ____ .. - .. ..-...... · .... - .... .. . -~;! ..... ~· .. - .·- . 
-·:- ....... _ ....... -~-"'·~·--~ .... ;._.,.._ .. ,:.. .. ....:..c .... _-.- '" --•••• ~-
•· .. 





~ . .' .'. (' :_ ·• :. _ ,. , .. , _ ,·,1 .- , ·,1 < •• , _ ,c ,_.:·. ' · ,_-.,.,;, '-., .. ' ... ·, :,,.. ,,•·:----·• cf.•.,•.· ~·t·.·.;,,;. :,. !.· .; •. ·,, ,. ·• • ·• ,.,, ·.-_, - , "-f>•·P,- ...i.i '"' · '· • ,.,.r. ,.,,.,. '·"" ""'· • · ~- .,,.:~· ... .,, ,··.,: .. .:...·I.,, ;; , •• . : •, , , .·. • •· "., .. •. ,• "" •. , ,.··:;'; .'. , • •·.'.. l,, ·.,. < .. 
(Eq-•. 5.~): 
- -· .a. .. 











~ M-1 M-1 al = p(l-f) pss fp E k qk-1 + Pas M q k=l 
M-1 M-j-1 





M-1 J " M-j-1 j-1 
'-' h j q 
j=l 
M-1 
k-1 k q 
.. 
p2(1-f)2 [pss (k) (M) fp E k-2 al - + - q Pss 2 2 k=2 
M-1 j-1 
E hM-j-1 l: (k) k-2 + pdd Pds fp q 2 j=3 k=2 
! 
M-1 





pd(l-f)d [Ps~ fp E ck> k-d (~ --a - q + PSS q -. . d d k=d 
. . .. ... . . . Jf-1 
- + p Pds fp ~- hM-j-1 
-~------~-------. _dd .. __ ,.:=···- ··-·. J"=d+l 
. . . ---;-"'· ~ . ' . 
·---------- - ---~----:-.....- ""··--- -- - ll.;;.1" 








. -------·- -- -- - -
- . - ------ __________ ,, __ - . -- ·-
(Eq. 5b) 
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III VALIDITY VERIFICATION OF THE MODEL 
Since Bqs. (5a) and (5b) completely define a discrete probability 
distribution the following relationships should hold 
1. ao' ad (d - 1, 2, ••• , M) ~o ~ 
M 
ao + E a - 1 -d d=l 
l-i. 
L 
It is rather obvious that the first holds ih that all variables in 
Eqs. (Sa) and (5b) are non-negative and there are no subtractions. 
' . The second is not amenable to analytical proof due to the conglomerate 
nature of Eqs. (5a) and (5b). However, empirical proof, using a 
/ 
digital computer, is quite easy. The entire model of section II, 
Eqs. (2,, 2b, 2c, 2d, 5a & 5b), was programmed in FORTRAN IV* along 
with -the model of section V. For the several hundred examples that 
have thus far been observed, the second relationship above was satis-
fied by each to the fourth decimal place (.999+). 
To verify the moment equations (2a thru 2d), a test routine was 
~ inserted into the computer program to calculate the moments directly 
from the probability distribution. The two sets of moments thus ob-
.. 
------· ____ .. __ 
-· 
tained comp~r~c} f~yor_a.bly, in each case' for ·t'he-· many·· examples that \ - - . 
. ·' _ .... 
were tested. Even though the ~~!11~-~t ~quations .. an,d_ ·\the pro~abil i ty -- ________ ... ___ - ',_ ' ..... ·,· . 
I' 
,' 
.. --- ·- - . - - ----·· . -· --
----~---,----~ 
- - .. 
... 
distribution equations derive fro~ the same moment generating function, 
-----------··- · -the likelihood of a .. correlated error which would allow such favorable 
·' 
comparisons is negligible. · 
~.-- ....• --· ,, __ ... -·~·--··-? . =~ .. ,. .... _.- - ··-·- -- ·--..• _ .. _,.. ··e,-·- , •• 
·,.-; ;._ .... ----.. ~--~-··- ~-~~-·-. .. . . -· . . -.... -·· _,...,._ ·-···-····· _.,,.•--· .. , .. -····· .•.• --.-;:i.,--· ' ....................... ~--_..,. ..... , .... ,1...--·~~-··----..... ___.........~-·- -""--
*Program is available at Western Electric, ERC, Princeton,. N. J. 
·.,· 










IV RBll>VING THE RUN-LENGTH RESTRICl'ION {M ( i) IMPOSED BY. THE ll>DEL 
Recall that the model developed in section II carries- a restric-
t.ion of M ( i where M and i are as previously defined -- the number of 
successive units under consideration and the plan's detailing parameter, 




applications. This poses quite~ severe limitation on the number of 
units .. to which the model can be applied. There are ~trong arguments, 
• 
• however, that adjacent segments of any length M (M ( i) can be con-
sidered as being independent of each other; the author hypothesizes 
this to be the case. For example, the probability distribut,j.on of 
M2 is in no 
. . xx xx ... xx xx ... xx xx ... xx xx ... xx xx .. 
way related to the probability distribution of M1 , M3 , M4 , et. al. 
Some arguments which support this hypothesis are 
1. The probability distribution obtained using the model is not 
conditioned on the inspection process being in~ particular 
state (states are ·o thru i ands) when inspection of the 
-·- .. ·. . . . __ --~-·-
run under consideration, say~' is begun. 
-. 
.. . .. -- ,·-.---------··- ---------
• I,·;·,- ~·~~:"":~·Y'-'-'~-~~=~_~ ... ~.-~::·a~~'··-For a given plan, "the· only 'inputs required by the model are 
·\,..-,..-r··•- •• .,..,..,._ ..... ,..._. • 
-, . .··.. . 
.. 
/· 
the average incoming fraction defective, p, and the length of 
run, M, under consideration. Neither implies dependency. 
... . -.~ 7 · .... -·-- ~--~-·-------··-----·· •,-----·----··-· .. _, . .::.. ... · -·- ------ -- ... - --· -·--------·······---. ~---- -- ... -· ---·----·--·· .... -- . -- ,, ..... _ .. ____ -· 
,j ·' ., ... 
' ~ ·•. - ··---· •. -/ :• · . ..,..; 
_..;;_:.,: _____ ··---- .......... -., ~--- -- ··-------·-- .. -
-- --•·· iriirii: iiiii:iii· .;;;:;;;,;:·. ·:;:; ·:.: ·::: .. :·· ·;;';··,··-:,-.:;!·"·:· .,-::· •:· ... ·:··, ·-·:!·· .:-:-··: ;·====:::::::-_: __ =-~-=---=---=-::::::_ :. ~--~~--·-~----·-. -••• -
... 
# 
----. ---.- ~· 
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3. The hypothesis was tested empirically for several small 
values by verifying that one could obtain identi-cal distri-
but ions by combining two segm~nts of length • /2 versus a 




results were achieved. An example: Prom a particular plan 
the probability distribution(s) for two segments of tour units 
each were enumerated to obtain a distrtbution for eight units. 
This distribution was then compared to the distribution for 
eight units which the model calculated directly. The dis-
tributions were identical. 
~ The validity of this hypothesis is important in that the work of 
section VII assumes independence between adjacent segments by convo-
luting some distributions for the purpose of defining a short-run/long-
run boundary. In addition, the computer program mentioned earlier has 
provis~.ons for twelve convolutions by run lengths of (i-1). Hence the 
probability distribution and its first four moments can be calculated 
for any run length, M, between O and 12 (1-1). The moments of tke "-<t • • .,:tit' J 
convoluted distribution follow directly from the developments in 
Appendix A. The probability distribution i_s .. convolu.ted by -direct---··· 
enumeration. 
_·_\-..,. -··e- .. -. 
-- ---
·- -----· - . ----+----- ---· ·-·-· ·-· -· -· . --
,·· :--------- -
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V SHORT-RUN QUALITY IIODEL FOR THE IIERGED Otrl'PtJT Fll>M SBVERAL CSP-1 
PLANS 
The moments, about the origin, of the distribution of defectives 
4 
• in the merged output follow directly 1rom the developments in Appendix A. 
Thus we can write 
G10 = 1th moment of the distribution of defectives in the merged 
output (i=l, ... ,4) 
Gij = 1th moment of the distribution of defectives contributed 
by plan j (i=l, ... ,4), (j=l, ... ,n) 
n 
= " (G - 3G G + 2G3 ) j~ 3j ~ lj 2j lj 
3 + 3G G - 2G ~. 
10 20 10 
·1..,.. -
-~. 
- "'- ··~-··· --~~-,-"..,.~.,........:.-
.. ----, . ·-2 . ·- .. - ·- -··- -·- --- .. ·.·.· ··.···------,-.:.._ .... ,, ~-:-·-.:-. ..:..-.-~ ~·- .·.--. -· ·-· . - :-- -· .. ····-'''-'-'-" . ----
- 4G1 jGaj + 12G1 jG2j ·· · 
... 
J 
-- ----·--=------ -i---r-- --- ~ .. -- ··- .· .. 
-----· -·-- ~-.· ·.~--: :·. -~·':~~~"' ·-~-;:~~'~ -:--.-~·- .. -.-=---~-~-- ----- ·-·---- ---------- -·-
't; _,;_ ' .• 
··---,--:: 
'• .. 
•, • ~ •I .• I • - . 
• ..;-o\. •• •.· 










The probability distribution for the merged output is obtained 
' 
by direct enum~ration of the distributions for the individual plans, 
using the computer program noted in section III. The program will 
• 1: 
enumerate as many as twelve distributions to yield a merged probability 
distribution defined on tlE range Oto 10 defectives. A numerical 
example is presented in the next section. For twelve plans and full 
range_!(O - 10) definition, run time on an IBM 1130 is approximately 
• 
' two hours. Provision is made in the program for reducing the range to f 
any value between O & 10 to shorten run time. 
The length of run associated with the merged distribution is 
with M being the number of units contributed by the jth plan. j 
As pointed out in section I, M0 might be·construed as the number 
... of parts in an order or a kit. 
Another factor of interest in the merged output, al though not .of . 
particula.r interest in this thesis, is the average outgoing quality, AOQ • 
0 
n M 
AOQ = E. ~ AOQ 
'. 
.- '\..,. · -----·F ·· - · w.-~ 
,: 
~ 
O j=l lfo j 
- ------------ ------·-------·-
-- ····-· - - --
-- ---------- --- --- -- -- .- - --· 
-- - - --- -: .. _. ·-- -
----- --- -
- -~- - .... 
-- ----------· ··- ----------- ------- --
--
-- ·- ·- ... ' -- . -- ---- ·- - --
. -·- - . - --
. -
. -
~~~~,; __ -_-~:--~~::--~_-_-~:-:~-·~-·-·--~-~~----:~wile-re ,--AOQj- = -average outgoing quality of the jth plan. ~OQO is ~~~ply 
-- - - - - -- -
, ---------------
· ···· --~--~ ~-~---~=:·.~_-- -_ .. :a_:_w_eighted· --ave-rage of the AOQ( s) of the n plans. - - _____ .. ---
-- --- . ~-
•' -· -~----- ------ -
---~-~--~--
- ---· --· ---
. __________ .... :--·--
--- - --- --------
-~ - -
. ----
-- - -- - -
. --- -- -··· --·-- - . ----:·----·--···--
---. ---... ~ ---··; ~ - - ·"!-""": " -- --~ ~-. ----- ----- _., --- ______.---·-···-· 
--:- ~-:-.· -: ... . : -·-·- .... . -~ ·-- -
-· - -,- .... _-·.:_ .... :- -·· ..... '"':""""'""':"""'":'"' .. -~ . .' 
-
-
. ~ ------:- - - . ··- -
j 
-- -
·------ ·~:..-.. ~ . ------~---,---~· 
• 
.  












Vl ttA Numerical Examples Showiifg the .. Effect of CSP-1 On Short-Run gu~li.ty 
' . : 
In this subsection, two examples are presented. The first is tp 
i1iustrate the use that might be made of the models in an order-filling 
Oferation, ·while the second shows the effect that the plan parameters, 
t and 11 have on a single unit. 
" Pisiire 8 shows the probability distrilSution of defectives for 10 
upits from a single CSP-1 line before and after inspection. Note that 
the distribution is more positively skewed after inspection, indicating 
- r an ~m~rovement in quality. Figure 9 shows the result when 10 units 
~rom ~2 su~h plans are merged to form a kit, or an order. Quite pre-
dlctablf, the distribution is approaching normal due to the merging, 
·" 
and the kurtosis is increased somewhat by the inspection. The degre~ · 
of i~provement affected· by the inspection is evident in Figure 9. The 
I 
, 
actual numberstin this example are of no particular import, but the 
e~ampl~ serves to illustrate that the models are useful for furnishing 
-quantitative information as to the quality one can expect in a short 
run for any particular CSP-1 plan, and/or a number of plans operating 
•-, I 
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_resu~.~s._ _ in_ worst .. ca.se -s-ho·rt--run -qua1·1-e-y, ... but--p·t· is·" a good estimate, 
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PROBABILITY DISTRIBtrl'ION FOR THE NUMBER OF DEFECTIVES 













Moments About Mean 
JJ.4 = 1. 40 
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No Inspection (Discrete--Shown 
Continuous for Clarity) 
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PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FOR THE 
MERGED OUTPlTr OF 12 PLANS 
10 Units From 12 Identical Plans (f=.10, 
1=27, p=.074=p', AOQL=.04) Merged to 
Form a 120-Part Kit or Order 
---
....... 




Moments About Mean 
""1 - 4.65 -
i:1 
""2 5.59 
µ3 - 7.13 -
~ µ4 = 103. 09 
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The $econd example concerns a five part assembly which comprises 
one part from each of five different lines all operating under identical 
CSP-1 plans. Figure 10 depicts the effect of four levels off on the 
·probability of there being no defective parts in the assembly. As 
1 Dodge noted, increasing f does afford protection against a short run 
of poor quality. This example shows that appreciable improvement can 
be effected even at the single unit level by increasing f, and here 
. . 
. 
again the models provide quantitative results. This example was pre-
-
sented for academic interest only. It is not to be inf.erred that CSP-1 
~ being suggested as a suitable inspection plan for such an appli-
cation, for even if very stringent parameters were used it is doubtful 
that the desired probabilities could be obtained. 
VI.B Short-Run/Long-R~n Boundary -- Sensitivity Analysis 
., 
' 
In this subsection an attempt is made to set forth reasonable 
definitions of "short run" and "long run" in referring to a number of 
consecutive units from a CSP-1 plan. More explicitly, the attempt is 
to.establish a boundary (run length) above which we can be acceptably 
' 
confident that the AOQL is a good criterion of outgoing quality. Run 
lengths above the boundary will be defined as long; below as short~ 
--- ---- ·----·-----·---------·-··· ----- -· ··-··- ...... ··- .. - ··-
The sensitivity of this boundary to changes in f and i also will be 
---- --- ·- - --
-- -- ---
:, 
. .,- ·-· -
• 
' - --- -- ·---- .. ·-- .. 






ol' 2 To determine the boundary, the variance ( (1 > of -the distribution 
for· a short run -- 50 uni ts for AOQL = • 02; 25 uni ts for AOQL· = • 04 
and 16 units .for AOQL = .06 -- was calculated using the model in 
· section II., The respective short-run distributions were then con-
----------·--- .. ··--·--------· -- .. -
.~ .... --.---··--·-·-------- .. - -
. ·------··-----
























































A ZERO-DEFECT ASSEMBLY 
1 Unit from 5 Identical Plans 
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vol uted until the point. (run -len·gth)' was . reached where 
2 2-. 
O'Jt_ ~ .10 
AOQL x M 
,, • ,· . <\. -_.' -- ' • 
" = j " where j = number of convo:l.µttons required to reduce y 
(ly 
~~--~- to a value of .10 AOQL x M 
(I y 







.10 .. .--1 - -- ~ ,.._ - - -- --.. ....... 
"y > _ .10 
AOQL x M 
• Bounaary. 
Run Length (M) 
-"y ( .·10 
AOQL X M 
,O,u.r definitions can now be stated as follows: 
(I A long run is one for which ___ y __ ( .10: 
A short run is one for which 
. ---------- . -- ------ ~ ..... 
and , of course 
·-
~- . -
= .10 AOQL x·M 
.. 
A9_9L x M 
" __y_) .10 
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The boundary for AOQL's of .02,· .04 and .06 with pin the range .00 to 
.10 are given by Figures 11 and 12. 
Most notably these figures show that for a given AOQL the choice 
off and 1 affects the boundary values only slightly in the range of 
__ feasible p -- to·the left of the apexes, ln this range of p, choosing a 
large f and small i is a good rule for achieving long-run status most 
quickly but the effect is not drastic. At large values of p -- to 
• 
. 
the right of the apexes•- a small f and large i is dictated, but 
this portion of the range is infeasible from the standpoint of too 
much inspection. 
(T A second observation is tnat a boundary determined by Y 
AOQL x M 
.10 may be too large for practical use, particularly for the lower 
-
-
AOQL's. If lesser confidence in the outgoing quality will suffice, this 
requirement could be relaxed somewhat. Figures 13 and 14 show the 
t 
results when the value of ~10, used above, is relaxed to .25. Cor-
responding boundary values are reduced by a factor of six (approx.). 
To summarize, if we assume p to be near the upper limit of the 
feasible range,. then approximate boundary values are 1300, 650 and 
,.. 
400 units for AOQL's ... 02, .04 and .06, respectively_ (see Figure$ 13 
and 14). For lower values of p, the boundary values are linearly 
·~ 
- ···- ·-i,. ··- ......... . 
.,._ . -· ,T. ···----· ---·-- --- ... ____ _ _ . .:.__::__:_· _··~~==~----·~· --~reiated-~o--·p--and··-·are ··essentially ·1'iu:t°ependent ·of· f and 1 for a given 
-· ·---··--~--.---------·-
AOQL. 
In the dis cuss ion above, we · assumed i.n varying f and 1 that we 
wished to hold the AOQL constant. Now suppose, for purposes of in-
vestigatingJDodel sensitivity, that we bold i constant and vary f. 
- --------- -- - -
' ·---·------------ --
-- -- -·---- ---
---- --- -- --- - ---
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EFFECT OF DIFF~RENT f & i VALUES WHI-CJI 
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EF'F'ECT OF DIFFERENT f & i VALUES WHICH 
. . 
. t1 
YIELD THE SAME AOQL (.04,.06), y AOQL x M = .10 
\_;: f=.10 --
f=.02---'\ 
i= 52 . \ 
AOQL=.04 
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EF'P'ECT OF DIFFERENT f & i VALUES WHICH 
YIELD THE SAME AOQL ( .-02), a Y = .25 
f=.02' 
1=108 \ 
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EFFECT OF DIFF~RENT f 6 1 VALUES WHICH 
"y YIEl,D THE SAME AOQL (.04, .06), --------- = .25 ---
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The results are displayed in-Figure 15. It is evident from this figure 
that f can be very effective in reducing the number of units required 
to achieve long~run status, i.e., in 16wering the short-run/long-run 
boundary, particularly at higher p values. .Figure 16 shows that the 
same could be said of i; however, combinations of small f and large 
1 resul.t'in high percentages of inspection even at moderate p values. 
This accounts for these ( small f. and large i) apexes being leftmost 
. in Figures 11 thru 14. Accordingly, the philosophy of large f and 
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EFFECT OF VARYING f 
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EFFECT OF VARYING i 
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·First, it is concluded that short-run quality associated w1 th a 
CSP-1 pl.an is appreciably improved by the .. inspection process. Figures ' 
8, 9 and 10 support this .conclusion. The perennial contention that 
,. CSP-1 furnishes essentially no protection for the short run appears 
unfounded. Whether or not the short-run aspects are suitable for 
.. 
parti~ular applications is difficult to generalize, but the models I 
\"'. 
" presented herein can be used to furnish a quantitative basis for judge-
ment. 
Second, if one is concerned with holding a particular AOQL, as 
in the usual ca·se, then the choice of f and i as concerns protection 
against a short run of poor· quality will be enhanced only slightly by 
choosing a large f and small i -- limiting our consideration to feasibl& 
values of p. For example, if one wishes an AOQL = .02 (see Figure 11) 
he might choose f = .02, i = 108; f = .05, i = 75; or f = .10, i = 56. 
Figure 11 shows that for p ( • 0_4 the variance in the distribution of 
defectives for any run length is essentially the same for all three 
plans. On the other hancf, if the prime concern ia protection against 
I " 
a short-run of poor quality, a large f and small i combination is a 
gOQd. choice. 
:I 
Finally, -it is concluded that the short-run/long-.run boundary · ~. 
· occurs at a ·1ower run length than generally believed. If we accept . 
a standard deviation of .25 x AOQL x M, Figures 13 and 14 show that 
1400 and 400 are the boundaries for AOQL's of .02 and .06, respectively; 
for worst caae incoming fraction(s) defective. This conclusion is 
------,--·---- -------·---~- -.-- -·--•------·---\1,,,....--~-~~--·-.Y 
- - _ .. ...,,.......,. 






strictly subjective since there has been no quantitative basts for 
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VIII AREAS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
-~-- .. ' 
' 
There are at least two major areas where further study is needed. 
1. It would be advantageous to have a model which is unres-
tricted as to the run lengt·h (M) it can analyze. (The basic 
model of section 11 is restricted to M ( i.) In this thesis 
the model was used to obtain the probability distribution 
and its moments for a short run -- less than 1. The distri-
• bution was then convoluted by direct enumeration to apply 
'--to run lengths greater than i. The moments of the convoluted 
distribution were then calculated by the method outlined in 
Appendix A. The moments of the convoluted distribution 
are simple calculations, but the enumeration required to 
extend the distribution itself requires considerable computer 
... _ 
time. An unrestricted basic model would be more efficient. 
-2. The status of the study at this time is as follows: With 
given-values for p, f, i and M the probability distribution 
of defectives in M, and its first four moments, can be 
calculated using the computer program described in sections 
III and V. In a single run of the program, the above 
calculations can be performed on as many as 12 separate and 
distinct plans. Additionally, it w111··c·a1cuiate the dis-
.. 
tribution and moments for the merged output from these. plans •. . -
The first example in section VI.A is a f:lpecial case where 
all 12 plans are identical. At present, the drawback lies 
---- - --
., .. . • •. ·"'1/P ·- .,.., 
. , 
-·-·-·· 
- - -- -~ .. - -. -
-----·---·· ---· 
~-· 
. - .. - ..... -~-· --- .... ~··. - . 
_,,,. . 
, . 




- . .: .. . 
in having to run the program each time new information is 
required. A nomographic format which would make available at 
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Let x1 ,x2 , ••• ,xn be independent random variables with moment 
generating functions "xi Ct), Mx
2 
(t), ••. • '~n Ct)• 
+ ••• 
then, M (t) = y 
·n 
n Mx <.t> 
j=l j 
• 
where MY(t) =moment-generating function of y. 
We can write ·· 
Also, let 
ln M.___(t) = ln M (t) + ln M (t;)+ ••• +ln II (t) 
---y x1 x2 Xn 
Differentiating, we have 
,S<t) 
MyCt) 
M' (t) M (t) 
--X1 x· 
= + 2 + • 







Note that each term on the right-hand side of the equation is· identi-
c~k~ in form to the term on the left-hand side, therefore we need only 
.evaluate the left-hand term to obtain the general form. 
•• 
-
---··-····-··-··----···-····-----·-.----------···--.. --. --- -~----~ - .. -· 
.- ' . '. - . .- .· ... 
· Dropping the (t) for simplification and letting 
--- - -Glk = -it~ moment,- about the origin, of the kth random-variable 
/) 
( i = 1, ••• , 4) 
. 
_,;"' 
- ----- .... ·------ .... _____ ··- ··- .. - .. - ----- . -
·..-r -
.. .::._ .. ..._ - ..,. 
1---------~-----------•----. 
we have for the'first moment 
., 
~ ,_·_ ··-- ----- ~- ---- . --- --~------- ---- -- - --·- -· -·-·- - - ~ ·, .... ~--.' ,.:..,...._~-~--.: .. 
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G = Glx + Gl + .•• ly 1 X2 
.. 
+ G lx 
n 
... 










G .. ·- -Cily = (G2xl 
~Y.· 
• G 
• • 2y 
M y 
,,, 
.M' ' (M' )2 ... 2 -y -Y - G - G ., 
. 2y ly, 
M 2 t=O 
y 
'Co.rit:inuing in this fashion·-~- .we: ,hav~ 




~2 dt M y 
' ' ' ' My 3Mi 
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- ~ - M y 
t=O 





- 2G 3 ly 
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t=O 
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rs .. 3~M'' 2(11' ) 3 
- 21 + y II 3 My II t=O. y y 
_ 3((M; 1 ) 2 + «") 
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12(M') 2M' ' 6(11!_) 4 
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- 6G . ly 
n 
:. G4y = .(G - 4G - G '+ 12G 
2 G 




-6G )+4G G 








-1201/o2y + 3G2/ + 601/ Eq. (A2) 
······ .. ·:. Note th~t ~q. (Al) ~ E [cy-G1Y) ~as the corresponding equationB are 
-~L'• ..... ••• ..:S-..,-.-•'•lo--..., . ..J •. - - .. -..-- . 
. ··~· 
' . for the first three moments. However, the fourth moment of y about the 
_-.... .  ·--=--··""""''"~-.. ~--.......--:-~.-MmlliiiiiJean-,--,.i4-,.~-0an--e-as-i-l-y--·-be-~abt-a!-ned as follows: 
= G -4y 4G G + 6G 
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Subtracting this from Bq. (Al), we obtain 
:~ ·. 
·, 
"' = 4 
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Field Engineer 
Pederal Electric Co., Inc. 





· Qiarles Harold Mullen 
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September 2, 1929 
Blue Rapids, Kansas 
John and Nellie Mullen 
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